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An excellent book which I would recommend for anyone who is concerned about
dementia/alzheimers whether it's yourself or a pal or family member...A fantastic book which I would
recommend for anyone who is . This book is reasonably priced at a spot where you can purchase
multiple copies for family members & But said we want it back again as our daughter my need it
some day, hopefully in the distant upcoming. For sure, I am recommending this book when the
subject of dementia areas. Wonderful guide book Such a helpful book. A good guide book to
prepare for the future. This is a very well-researched and resourced book with an affecting back-
story. "the Keys in the Freezer? In a sense I am jumping into the middle of the book as my mom
has recently transferred to a storage care unit. is a very well written book that the normal person
can understand. I've passed it to others so they can read it. What a resource! present this book
would be to anyone who provides a loved one suffering from dementia what a present this book
would be to anyone who has someone you care about experiencing dementia. The “Lessons
Discovered” bullet points at the end of every chapter helped cement in my mind key products. And,
I found the authors' experiences with their mother honest in the midst of their great commitment to
her. The book is situated upon actual experiences dealing with services for patients with dementia,
with tips on how to find and deal with service providers. Kudos to an excellent book! Abook that
anyone can understand Easy read! Will be the Keys in the Freezer? Considering that, the chapters
on palliative and hospice treatment (poignant) and advanced treatment directives were especially
meaningful and useful. It talks about how groups of Alzheimer's and dementia will get the information
they have to help make decisions because of their loved ones. There's much to learn here……… Topic
thoroughly covered! Very Helpful Well organized." Ever-Present Assist in Time of Need - Great Book
These sisters know very well what they're talking about. Certainly contained numerous eye openers.
Ideal for any older person whether they are coping with dementia or not really. Buy this book, share
this book, and subscribe to the monthly email newsletter. I wouldn't have thought of many of the
things to look for or queries to ask. I am going to give this to my kids! " is an excellent book, there
was so much research placed into . Thank you Patricia, Brenda, and Jeri. Five Stars Superb book
sharing challenges, suggestions and personal tales regarding dementia and Alzheimer's . I valued
both easy tone of the composing along with the ‘experienced I known then what I know now’
approach." is a great book, there was so much research placed into it, and this book is written so
well, you can know very well what you are reading. I was raised with the gals who wrote this
reserve and now I am deploying it for helpful information for my children. Thanks so much for an
excellent job, you are really valued! -Linda T.. the true beauty of this book is that it is written in such
a way that the average person can understand the incredibly complex and heart breaking issue's
that this medical diagnosis brings to a family... I first borrowed this reserve from the library. I then
purchased the book. . It was written with out a lot of jargon. Plenty of assets listed and first hand
antidotes. Highly recommended. It was the best resource I found for coping with
demencia/Alzheimer’s and assisted living/memory treatment... I highlighted a lot and suggested my
buddy get a copy, too. It was the very best resource I found for dealing with demencia/Alzheimer’s
and assisted . A must read Outstanding "How-To" book intended for caregivers Extremely useful for
caregivers for persons in the first stages of dementia. Easy to read. Functions well as a "to
accomplish" list for caregivers, and suggests topics to consider and address that could otherwise
only become apparent through learning from your errors and experience. This reserve will
substantially reduce the period of time a caregiver has to spend wondering "What do I do next?
Seems to cover every aspect of the topic. As I examine this book, it feels as though this team is the
following, in the same area, educating, posting trials and successes, and rich knowledge that is
applicable immediately.. Tryn Rose Seley, Author, "15 Minutes of Fame: One Picture Does Wonders"



Coping with aging parents excellent This book was very informative. Passed it to close friends who
are coping with dementia./or friends.
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